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ABSTRACT

It is useful to introduce object-orientation into analysis and design methodology for hard real-time software. But in the former object-oriented analysis and design methodology for hard real-time software, there are some problems as follows.  
(1) There is no methodology in order to specify and verify timing conditions.  
(2) There is no methodology in order to clarify relations between three models.  
In this paper, I propose object-oriented methodology and specification language for hard real-time software as follows.  
(1) Timing conditions are formally specified and verified by formal language theory.  
(2) Relations between models are verified by mapping object model to other models.  
I show this method effective by the example of automobile system.

1. Introduction

Hard real-time software such as automobile and airplane, military system consists of many concurrent processes and many states, and timing constraints are strict. It is necessary to model and specify, verify hard real-time software including timing constraints. There have been many development methods and specification methods such as real-time structured analysis and Petri net, automaton, process algebra, temporal logic, timed Petri net, timed automaton, timed process algebra, real-time temporal logic\textsuperscript{1).} But there are many problems in these methods, such as lack of modeling technique and intuititonic understandability, documentability.  
On the other hand, object-orientation is promising in database and information processing because of modeling technique and information hiding, polymorphism, inheritance\textsuperscript{2).} Moreover, in hard real-time software, object-orientation is effective in following points.  
(1) encapsulation  
As hard real-time software has many processes and states, system specification has huge numbers of states. But as system states are divided into local states of each object, these can be encapsulated. From this point, the large system can be specified.  
(2) concurrency  
Hard real-time software consists of many concurrent processes. As object is computed by message communication and logically autonomous, object is suitable for concurrency.  
As object-oriented analysis/design method for real-time software, there are many methods
such as OMT(Object Modeling Technique)\textsuperscript{5}, and Schlaer/Mellor method\textsuperscript{6}, Booch method\textsuperscript{5}, Buhr method\textsuperscript{9}, ROOM(Real-time Object-Oriented Modeling)\textsuperscript{7}, Objectchart\textsuperscript{8}. And there are many object-oriented specification languages such as TROLL\textsuperscript{9}, OBLOG\textsuperscript{10}, TLOOM (Temporal Logic based Object-Oriented Model)\textsuperscript{11}, OS\textsuperscript{12} based on previous methods. There are various problems in these methods and specification languages as follows.

(1) There is no methodology in order to explicitly specify and verify timing conditions.

(2) There is no methodology in order to clarify relations between object model and dynamic model, functional model.

(3) There is no specification language in order to completely specify object model such as generalization, inheritance and dynamic model including timing constraints.

In general, in software development, (a)theory, (b)specification language, (c)tool to support it, are important. From this point, I propose object-oriented method for hard real-time software in order to solve previous problems. The proposed method is based on OMT because OMT is most mature. The method has following feature.

(1) To formally specify and verify timing specification

This notion has never been included in former methods.

(a) The theory is that timing specification and verification are based on timed automaton and language inclusion problem\textsuperscript{13}.

(b) Specification language is based on timed statechart(afterward defined)\textsuperscript{14}.

(c) The tool inputs timed statechart and verification property, and outputs whether verification property is satisfied or not.

(2) To clarify relations between object model and dynamic model, functional model

A part of this notion has been included in OMT.

(a) The theory is that associations of object model give mapping relations to other models. For examples, aggregation means concurrency of dynamic model and functional model.

(b) Relations between three models are described in specification language.

(c) The tool checks consistency of model relations.

The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. The specification language is proposed in Section 2. The timing verification method is proposed in Section 3. The method is shown effective by automobile example and implemented tools in Section 4. The conclusion is in Section 5.

2. Real-time object-oriented specification language

This section explains real-time object-oriented specification language. This section assumes that class is equal to object and object has no creation/destruction.

2.1 Real-time object-oriented specification technique
Real-time object-oriented specification consists of object model and dynamic model, functional model based on OMT as follows.

(1) Object model

Object model represents object and its association. Object's definition consists of name and attributes, operations, and associations, which consists of inheritance and aggregation, refer/use.

(2) Dynamic model

Dynamic model represents object behaviors by timed statechart, and consists of states and events, timing constraints, functions. Each dynamic model keep balances of events all over the system.

(3) Functional model

Functional model represents functions by dataflow diagram, and consists of dataflows and functions, stores. Each functional model keep balances of data all over the system.

(4) Relations between three models

The relations are defined according to associations as follows.

(a) Case aggregation
Aggregation maps dynamic model into concurrent statechart, and maps functional model into concurrent program.

(b) Case inheritance
Inheritance maps dynamic model into hierarchical statechart, and maps functional model into differential program.

(c) Case refer/use
Refer/use maps dynamic model into sequential statechart, and maps functional model into sequential program.

(5) Other relations
Attributes and operations of object model depends on following factors of dynamic model and functional model.

(a) Attributes correspond to states of dynamic model and stores of functional model.
(b) Operations correspond to functions of dynamic model and functional model.

Modeling process is based on OMT, and repeats following (1)~(6).

(1) Definition of specification scope
This phase corresponds to context of structured analysis. Specification scope and interfaces between external entities are defined.

(2) Definition of object model
Objects are extracted from problem definition. Names and attributes, operations, associations are defined.

(3) Definition of dynamic model
Define behavior and state transition, timing constraint. Events between objects correspond
(4) Definition of functional model
Define dataflow and function. Data between objects correspond to associations.
(5) Verification of model relations
Verify whether relations between three models correspond to associations such as inheritance, aggregation, refer/use or not.
(6) Verification of timing constraints
Verify liveness and safety, which include time responsiveness.

2.2 Syntax of object-oriented specification language
Syntax of real-time object-oriented specification language consists of twelve definition parts such as class name and attribute, operation, etc. Syntax is defined in Fig.1. In Fig.1, State transition definition part (9) has notable feature as follows.
(9) State transition definition part
Dynamic model is based on timed statechart combining timed Buchi automaton and statechart. Because timed Buchi automaton has simple acceptance condition.
Here, formally define timed statechart.
[Definition 1] (timed statechart)
Specification language consists of eight tuples (Σ, S, S₀, C, E, F, ρ, ϕ).
where
Σ: a finite set of events
S: a finite set of states
S₀ ⊆ S: a finite set of start states
C: a finite set of clocks
E ⊆ 2^S × 2^S × Σ × 2^C × Φ(C): a set of transitions
F ⊆ S: a set of accepting states
ρ: S → 2^S: hierarchical function. ρ determines substates of each state.
ϕ: S → {AND, OR}: type function. ϕ determines type of each state.
Φ(C) represents timing constraints δ of clock C, and is recursively defined by a set X of clocks and a time constant D as follows.
δ := X < D | D < X | ¬ δ | δ₁ ∧ δ₂
A run r is accepting if some state from the set F repeats infinitely often along r. If ϕ(S) = AND, ρ(S) is AND-decomposition(concurrency). If ϕ(S) = OR, ρ(S) is OR-decomposition (hierarchy). □
specification language := {object definition part}

object definition part := Class name definition part ; (1)
| Attribute definition part ; (2)
| Operation definition part ; (3)
| Association definition part ; (4)
| State definition part ; (5)
| Event definition part ; (6)
| Initial state definition part ; (7)
| Acceptance state definition part ; (8)
| State transition definition part ; (9)
| Data definition part ; (10)
| Store definition part ; (11)
| Function definition part ; ] (12)
| Classend ;

(1) Class name definition part := Class class name ;
(2) Attribute definition part := Attribute attribute name : type definition 
\{ attribute name : type definition \} ;
   where type definition := integer | real | bool | char | set(a:b) | range(a:b)
(3) Operation definition part := Operation operation name \{ operation name \} ;
(4) Association definition part := Association association : association name [attribute] (class name)
\{ association : association name [attribute] (class name) \} ;
   where association := aggregation | inheritance | refer/use
(5) State definition part := State state name \{state name\} ;
(6) Event definition part := Event event name : type definition \{ (class name) \
\{ event name : type definition \{ (class name) \} \} ;
   where class name which inputs/outputs events
(7) Initial state definition part := state name \{state name\} ;
(8) Acceptance state definition part := state name \{state name\} ;
(9) State transition definition part := Transition state name \rightarrow\ event, timing constraint/function \rightarrow\ next state name
\{ state name \rightarrow\ event, timing constraint/function \rightarrow\ next state name \} ;
   where timing constraint \( \delta := x < d \mid x > d \mid - \delta \mid \delta 1 \land \delta 2 \mid x = 0 \)
   \( x : \) clock variable \( d : \) time constant
(10) Data definition part := Dataflow data name : type definition \{ (class name) \}
\{ data name : type definition \{ (class name) \} \} ;
(11) Store definition part := Store store name : type definition \{ (class name) \}
\{ store name : type definition \{ (class name) \} \} ;
(12) Function definition part := Function data name \rightarrow\ store name \{ data name \mid store name \}
\rightarrow\ function \rightarrow\ data name \mid store name \{ data name \mid store name \}
\{ data name \mid store name \{ data name \mid store name \}
\rightarrow\ function \rightarrow\ data name \mid store name \{ data name \mid store name \} \} ;
   where \( \Box \) and \( \{ \} \), \( \mid \) are BNF notation

Fig.1 Definition of syntax of specification language
2.3 Semantics of object-oriented specification language

As this specification language has two syntax feature of object-orientation and timed statechart, define semantics from two feature. The former (static semantics) is mapping relation from object model to dynamic model and functional model. The latter (dynamic semantics) is dynamic property of real-time object.

2.3.1 static semantics

This semantics is mapping relations in Fig.2. Fig.2 is described as follows.

[Definition 2] (Aggregation)

Syntax definition is defined as follows.

Class \( O_1 \);

Association aggregation: \( O_2, O_3 \);

Here as \( \psi (S_i) = \text{AND}, \rho (S_i) = \{S_2, S_3\} \).

\( S_2 = S_2 \parallel S_3 \)

In dynamic model, \( S_1 \) is concurrent statechart consisting of \( S_2 \) and \( S_3 \).

In functional model,

Function \( F_1 = F_2 \parallel F_3 \)

In functional model, \( F_1 \) is concurrent program consisting of \( F_2 \) and \( F_3 \).

Here

\( \parallel \) : concurrent operator

\( S_i \) : statechart of class \( O_i \)

\( F_i \) : function of class \( O_i \) \((i=1,2,3) \)

[Definition 3] (Inheritance)

Syntax definition is defined as follows.

Class \( O_1 \);

Association inheritanc: \( O_2, O_3 \);

Here as \( \psi (S_i) = \text{OR}, \rho (S_i) = \{S_2, S_3\} \).

\( S_1 = S_2 \text{ OR } S_3 \)

In dynamic model, \( S_1 \) is hierachical statechart consisting of \( S_2 \) and \( S_3 \).

In functional model,

Function \( O_2 = F_2 \triangle F_1 \);

Function \( O_3 = F_3 \triangle F_1 \);

In functional model, Function \( O_2 \) consists of \( F_2 \) and \( F_1 \), and \( F_2 \) is differencial program.

Here

\( \triangle \) : differencial operator

[Definition 4] (refer/use)

Syntax definition is defined as follows.

Class \( O_2 \);
Association refer/use : \( O_1, O_3 \);

Here following specification can be described.

Class \( O_1 \);
Association refer/use : \( O_2 \);
Event \( I_1 : \text{bool}(O_2) \);

or

Dataflow \( D_1 : \text{integer}(O_2) \);

(store)

and

Class \( O_3 \);
Association refer/use : \( O_2 \);
Event \( I_3 : \text{bool}(O_2) \);

or

Dataflow \( D_3 : \text{integer}(O_2) \);

(store)

Fig. 2 relations of models
2.3.2 dynamic semantics

This semantics defines timing property of internal and collaboration object behavior. Fundamentally timed trace theory, which is extended by message passing, is applied to dynamic semantics. Each basic notion is as follows.

(1) Timed trace theory is based on trace theory of CSP \(^{15}\) extended by timed traces. I associate a set of observable timed events with each object.

(2) Computational behavior is defined by sending and receiving messages to objects.

[Definition 5](dynamic semantics)
Dynamic semantics of real-time object is defined by following trace.

\(<\text{sending object, message, receiving object}>\)

Message consists of \((\rho_i, \tau_i)\).

Here

\(\rho_i\) : finite or infinite set of events
\(\tau_i\) : time sequence

When sending receiving object is external environment, define as follows.

Env : external environment

3. Timing verification method

This section explains timing verification method of dynamic model. In verification method, verification property specification language and verification algorithm are important. In this paper, formal verification method is based on language inclusion problem.

3.1 Verification property specification language

In order to unify both specification language and verification property specification language, I decide that verification property specification is described in timed automaton. In formal language theory, there is language inclusion algorithm as verification algorithm. And verification property specification language is described in deterministic timed Muller automaton. Because deterministic timed Muller automaton is more expressive than deterministic timed Buchi automaton and closed under complementation.

[Definition 6](deterministic timed Muller automaton(DTMA))

Deterministic timed Muller automaton consists of six tuples \((\Sigma, S, S_0, C, E, F)\).

where

\(\Sigma\) : a finite set of events
S : a finite set of states
S_0 \subseteq S : a finite set of start states
C : a finite set of clocks
E \subseteq 2^S \times 2^S \times \Sigma \times 2^C \times \Phi(C) : a set of transitions
F ⊆ 2^S : an acceptance family
It has only one start state, | S0 | = 1.
Φ(C) represents timing constraints δ of clock C, and is recursively defined by a set X of
clocks and a time constant D as follows.
δ := X < D | D < X | ¬ δ | δ_1 ∧ δ_2
A run r is accepting if a run r ∈ F.

3.2 Verification algorithm
If system specification and verification specification are described in automaton,
verification problem reduces to language inclusion problem. The notion of verification is
shown in Fig. 3.

![Verification diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Fig. 3 verification concept**

[Definition 7](language inclusion problem)
The definition of language inclusion problem is as follows.
L(M_1) ⊆ L(M_2)
L(M_1) ⊆ L(M_2) is equal to L(M_1) ∩ L(M_2) = φ.
here
M_1 : timed automaton of system specification
L(M_1) : language accepted by M_1
M_2 : timed automaton of verification specification
L(M_2) : language accepted by M_2
The complement of L(M_2) should be recognized by DTMA.
Firstly, it is necessary to convert timed statechart into timed Buchi automaton.
[Definition 8](to convert timed statechart into timed Buchi automaton)
Timed statechart is AND/OR tree, which has unique root. In order to convert timed statechart
into timed Buchi automaton, following operation are repeated from root to bottom.
(1) If ψ(S) = AND at i level, produce intersecting automaton ρ(S) at i+1 level.
(2) If \( \phi (\bar{S}) = \text{OR} \) at \( i \) level, \( S \) is converted to \( \rho (S) \) at \( i+1 \) level. □

[Definition 9] (verification algorithm)

The verification algorithm of language inclusion problem \( \text{L}(M_1) \cap \text{L}(M_2) = \phi \) reduces to checking emptiness of \( \text{L}(M_1) \cap \text{L}(M_2) \). The verification algorithm consists of following procedures.

(1) Constructing the product automaton \( \text{L}(M_1) \cap \text{L}(M_2) \)

(2) Searching for a cycle meeting all the desired acceptance conditions by Tarjan’s depth-first search algorithm

(3) Checking timing conditions of cycles by geometric region method\(^{(16,17,18)}\)

(4) If cycles satisfy timing conditions, verification property is not satisfied because of \( \text{L}(M_1) \cap \text{L}(M_2) \neq \phi \). If cycles do not satisfy them, verification property is satisfied. □

Here, I explain geometric region.

[Definition 10] (geometric region method)

Geometric region method consists of following procedures.

(1) Constructing DBMs (differences bound matrix) per each state

(2) Constructing canonical DBM by Floyd-Warshall algorithm

(3) Analyzing forward reachability of state transitions by the intersection of DBMs

(4) If there is a negative-cost cycle, there is no state transition because of unsatisfiable timing conditions. If there is no negative-cost cycle, there is state transitions.

Example of geometric region method is shown in Fig. 4. □
(1) Timed automaton

At S0, from $x=y=0$

* 0 0

DBM $D_1 = 0 **$

0 **

canonical form DBM = 0 0 0

At S1, from $x=y \geq 0$.

* 0 0

DBM $D_2 = * 0$

* 0 *

canonical form DBM = * 0 0

At S2, from $x=y \geq 3$.

* -3-3

DBM $D_3 = * 0$

* 0 *

canonical form DBM = * 0 0

At S3, from $x=y \leq 2$.

* * *

DBM $D_4 = 2 * 0$

2 0 *

canonical form DBM = 2 0 0

At S2$\rightarrow$S3, from $x=y \leq 2$ after $x=y \geq 3$.

* -3-3

intersection $D_3 \cap D_4$ DBM = 2 * 0

2 0 *

canonical form DBM = -5 8 -11

-6 9 12

In this case, as there is a negative-cost cycle, $D_3 \rightarrow D_4$ is impossible.

where

* : nopath

(2) Example of DBM

Fig. 4 Example of geometric region method
4. Example of specification and verification

4.1 explanation of problem

Automobile consists of accel and engine, transmission, brake shown in Fig.5. Automobile communicates with driver and external environment. Automobile is an aggregation of accel and engine etc. Brake is inherited to normal brake and ABS (Antilock Brake System). Normal brake is operated by driver, and ABS is computer-controlled in order not to lock wheels. Both normal brake and ABS control oil pressure and operate brake.

Fig.5 Example of automobile system
4.2 example of analysis and specification

Automobile consists of accel and engine, transmission, brake, and each is modeled as object. Typical event sequence between objects is shown in Fig.6.

Each model is specified as follows.

start

driver accel engine transmision brake environment

ignition on brake on gear change brake off

accel on valve open

accel off valve close

stop brake on car stop

Fig.6 Event sequence diagram
4.2.1 object model

Object model has following feature as shown in Fig.7.
(1) System is an aggregation of accel and engine, transmission, brake.
(2) Normal brake and ABS are an inheritance of brake.
(3) Accel and engine are combined by refer/use association of "control valve".
Transmission and brake are combined by refer/use association of "admit gear R". Data and events are communicated by associations.

Fig.7 Object model
4.2.2 dynamic model

Dynamic model has following feature.

(1) Concurrent statechart consists of accel and engine, transmission, brake.
(2) Hierarchical statechart consists of normal brake and ABS.
(3) Transmission and brake communicate by 「 brake active 」 event.

This statechart is timed statechart consisting of concurrent and hierarchical states based on timed ω-language.

In order to make collaboration objects clear, underline is added to external event and star is added to event between objects, no symbol is added to internal event. As soon as brake locks, ABS operates. But if ABS operates for more 7 time, ABS has trouble. Dynamic model is shown in Fig.8.

Fig.8 Dynamic model
4.2.3 functional model

Functional model is shown in Fig.9 and has following feature.
(1) Accel and engine, transmission, brake concurrently behave.
(2) Normal brake and ABS are described as differential program for inheritance.
In functional model, underline and star are added to data and event in order to make control scope clear. Like real-time structured analysis $^{19}$, following rule makes computational semantics clear.
(1) Active process continues to execute during state transition.
(2) As process continues to be activated, data and event continue to flow.
(3) Process can not transact event, but process outputs event by data condition.

![Functional Model Diagram]

where

- process
- store
- dataflow
- event

external event and data: event name or data name
event from or to another object: event name☆ or data name☆
internal event: event name or data name

Fig.9 Functional model
4.2.4 the whole model

Static semantics and underline, star symbol make behaviors clear. Graphic representation of Fig.7～9 can be converted into textual representation of Fig.10.

Class automobile;
Attributew
  accel value : real,
  rotation value : integer,
  gear value : set(N,R,D),
  brake value : real;
Operation
  operate accel,
  rotate engine,
  change gear,
  operate brake;
Aggregation
  aggregation accel, engine, transmmission, brake;
Classend;

(1) automobile

Class accel;
Attributew
  accel value : real,
Operation
  operate accel,
Aggregation
  refer/use : control valve[valve value](engine);
State
  accel off, accel increase, accel invariance, accel decrease;
Event
  accel on : bool(environment),
  accel keep : bool(environment),
  accel off : bool(environment),
  car stop : bool(environment);
Initial
  accel off;
Acceptance
  accel off;
  accel increase;
  accel invariance;
  accel decrease;
Transition
  accel off→accel on/operate accel on→accel increase;
  accel increase→accel keep/operate accel keep→accel invariance;
  accel invariance→accel on/operate accel on→accel increase;
  accel invariance→accel off/operate accel off→accel decrease;
  accel decrease→accel keep/operate accel keep→accel invariance;
  accel decrease→car stop/;
Dataflow
  valve value : real(engine),
  valve open : bool(engine),
  valve keep : bool(engine),
  valve close : bool(engine);
Store
  accel value : real (environment);
Function
  accel value→operate accel on→valve open, valve ovalue,
  accel value→operate accel keep→valve keep, valve ovalue,
  accel value→operate accel off→valve off, valve ovalue;
Classend;

(2) accel

Fig.10  Textual representation of specification language
Static semantics is shown in Fig.11. Main relations of models are as follows.

(1) Aggregation and inheritance, refer/use are mapped into concurrent and hierarchical statechart, concurrent and differential program.

(2) Attribute of object model is mapped into state variable and store, dataflow.

(3) Operation of object model is mapped into function.

Verification of consistency check between static semantics and object model is realized by verification program of 300 lines.

Collaboration of objects is represented by global diagram shown in Fig.12. Global diagram visualizes objects and external interface, object interface.

\[ \text{dynamic model} \]

\[
(1) \text{a set of automobile states} = \text{a set of acceler states} \parallel \text{a set of engine states} \parallel \text{a set of transmission states} \parallel \text{a set of brake states}
\]

where

\[ \parallel: \text{concurrent operator} \]

\[
(2) \phi \text{ (brake on)} = \text{OR}
\]

\[ \rho \text{ (brake on)} = \{\text{normal brake, ABS}\} \]

where

\[ \phi: S \rightarrow \{\text{AND, OR}\}, \text{type function} \]

\[ \rho: S \rightarrow \text{powerset}(S), \text{hierarchical function} \]

\[ \text{functional model} \]

\[
(1) \text{a set of automobile functions} = \text{a set of acceler functions} \parallel \text{a set of engine functions} \parallel \text{a set of transmission functions} \parallel \text{a set of brake functions}
\]

\[
(2) \text{normal brake} = \text{operate normal brake} \triangle \text{control oil pressure}
\]

\[ \text{ABS} = \text{operate ABS} \triangle \text{control oil pressure} \]

where

\[ \triangle: \text{defferential operator} \]

Fig.11 Example of static semantics specification
Fig. 12 Global diagram between objects and environment
4.3 Example of Timing Verification

Example of timing verification is shown as follows. Timing verification property such as liveness and safety is shown in Fig. 13. Verification example of Fig. 13(2)(b) is as follows.

\[ \sim \text{ignition on} \quad \sim \text{drive} \quad \sim \text{accel on} \]

(a) \hspace{2cm} \text{drive, brake off, lock, lock measures}

\[ \sim \text{accel on} \quad \sim \text{lock} \quad \sim \text{accel keep} \]

(b) \hspace{2cm} (1) Safety

\[ \sim \text{emergency} \quad \sim \text{accel on} \]

(a) \hspace{2cm} (2) Liveness

where \( \sim \) : complementation

Fig. 13 Example of verification property specification
Fig. 13(2)(b) property only depends on emergency and emergency measures. Intersection of system specification with the complement of verification property is shown in Fig.14 from interface rule\textsuperscript{29}. A set of accepting states of Fig.14 is as follows.
\{ 
    \{(stop, S0), (idle keep, S0), (rotation up, S0),
    \text{rotation down, S0), (emergency measures, S0) \} ,
    \{(stop, S1), (idle keep, S1), (rotation up, S1),
    \text{rotation down, S1), (emergency measures, S1) \} \}

As there is no accepting loop using geometric region method, this verification property is satisfied. Verification program quickly outputs YES.

\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{image}
\end{center}

\textbf{Fig.14} Verification example of liveness
Object behavior satisfying this verification property is specified by dynamic semantics shown in Fig.15.

\[
\langle \text{Env}, \ (\text{ignition on, 1}), \ \text{engine} \rangle \\
\rightarrow \langle \text{accel}, \ (\text{valve open, 2}), \ \text{engine} \rangle \\
\rightarrow \langle \text{engine}, \ (\text{emergency, 3}), \ \text{engine} \rangle \\
\rightarrow \langle \text{engine}, \ (\text{emergency measures, 1 2}), \ \text{engine} \rangle \\
\rightarrow \langle \text{Env}, \ (\text{car stop, 1 3}), \ \text{engine} \rangle
\]

Fig.15 Example of operational semantics description to satisfy liveness

5. Conclusion

In this paper, object-oriented method for hard real-time software is proposed and it is shown effective by example of automobile. Main feature of method is as follows.

(1) Formal specification explicitly including timing conditions is described in timed statechart, and verified by language inclusion problem.

(2) Verification of consistency check of relations of models is realized by mapping object model into dynamic model and functional model.

Now verification program and automaton generator are implemented by 2~3 Kstep. I will implement GUI and mutual convertor between graphic representation and textual representation.

Real problem is that complex processes are multi-tasking and each process has timing conditions. If this method is applied to real problem, process can be specified as object and this method can be applied. Though there is state explosion problem, it is overcome by interface rule. I will try to apply this method to real problem.

Reference